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GURU NANAK’S UNIQUE IDEOLOGY
Guru Nanak’s ideology is unique in many ways. He was
among the first Scientist Philosophers who rejected faith
based philosophies with reason based dialogue. He linked the
personal salvation of a man with his social salvation and this
linkage is of immense and revolutionary importance. Guru
Nanak’s personal experience is unique and quite different
from the other systems prevalent in India. He chose the
householder’s life for personal growth, raised his voice for the
uplift of women and against the cruel rulers and invades.
Guru Nanak’s Concept of ‘God’
Guru Nanak’s concept of ‘God’ in other religions is summed
up in the basic formula called the commencing verse of Sri
Guru Granth Sahib in which Nanak has used the Panjabi word
Kartar, in English Creator, to describe what Christianity
calls God, Muslims Allah and multiple names by Hindus.
Panjabi and English languages are members of the IndoEuropean language family. Kartar in Panjabi and Creator in
English mean exactly the same thing. Consonants give sound
to the words. The consonants in Kartar and Creator are
exactly the same in both languages. If you remove the vowels
we are left with KRTR in Panjabi and CRTR in English.

In all religions ‘God’ is shown as masculine but in Guru
Nanak’s philosophy Kartar/Creator has no human
The views expressed by the authors are their own. Please
attributes. Hence in this article word ‘God’ would be
send the feedback and inputs to:
replaced by Kartar/Creator and He, Him and His with It,
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For Guru Nanak, Kartar/Creator is both
Transcendent and Immanent. Guru Nanak says
Kartar/Creator is both visible and invisible. It is
invisible because It is Un-manifest and
Unapproachable. It is Manifest because It abides
within all the beings:

shs qv nYn nn nYn hih qoih kau
shs mUriq nnw eyk quoih[(SGGS:13)
'You have thousands of eyes,
and yet You have no eyes.
You have thousands of forms,
and yet You do not have even one.'
In the eyes of Guru Nanak Kartar/Creator is
Creative, Benevolent and Gracious:
sc KMif vsY inrMkwru]
kir kir vyKY ndir inhwl ] (SGGS: 8)
‘The Formless Kartar/Creator abides in the
realm of Truth. Having created the creation, It
watches over it. By Its grace It bestows
happiness.’
According to Guru Nanak the world is not only
real but it is a meaningful place where only
Kartar/Creator’s will works and an ideal life for
man is to live according to the will of the
Kartar/Creator:
hukmY AMdir sBu ko bwhir hukm n koie](SGGS: 1)
‘Everyone is subject to Its Command, the Laws
of Nature; no one is beyond Its Command.’
Universal Love
Guru Nanak led us on the path of universal love
and taught us to forget the distinction of caste and
creed. He wanted to establish equality and
fraternity among human beings. From the start of
his mission he laid stress on social equality and
brotherhood. His first words after his
enlightenment that there is neither ‘Hindu nor
Muslim’ are extremely meaningful. There was no
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Hindu and no Musalman in His eyes. He
advocated that we are all children of the same
Kartar/Creator:
swihbu myrw eyko hY ] eyko hY BweI eyko hY ](SGGS:350)
Sahib mera aeko Hai Bhai--‘My Master is One; It is the One and Only
symbolized as <, O One Kartar/Creator.
Guru Nanak reiterated his firm belief in the
equality of all human beings and their fundamental
rights. Guru Nanak writes that Kartar/Creator’s
light pervades in everyone and is radiant within
all:
siB mih joiq joiq hY soie[
iqs dY cwnix sB mih cwnxu hoie[(SGGS: 13)
'Amongst all is the Light-You are that Light. By
this Illumination that Light is radiant within all.'
He spoke against caste system both by percept and
example. He chose to dine and live with persons
of low caste like Bhai Lalo and ignored the
invitation of a rich landlord, Malik Bhago. He
believed in humanity and aimed at creating a
casteless society. He established the institution of
Langar, Sangat and Pangat so that his disciples
sat and ate together. During his missionary tours,
his sole companion was a low caste Muslim,
Mardana:
krmI Awpo AwpxI ky nyVY ky dUir ](SGGS:8)
karamee aapo aapanee kae naerrai kae dhoor
According to their own actions, some are drawn
closer, and some are driven farther away from
Kartar/Creator.
He taught us dignity of labor and advocated honest
earning, sharing with the needy:
Gwil Kwie ikCu hQhu dyie ]
nwnk rwhu pCwxih syie ] (SGGS:1245)
‘One who works for what he eats, and gives some
of what he has, O Nanak, knows the right way.’
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He rejected monasticism and begging:

guru pIru sdwey mMgx jwie ]
qw kY mUil n lgIAY pwie ](SGGS: 1245)
Gur pir saddai mangan jaae ||
Guru Nanak was humility personified:
nIcw AMdir nIc jwiq nIcI hU Aiq nIcu]
nwnku iqn kY sMig swiQ vifAw isau ikAw rIs]
(SGGS:15)
‘Nanak seeks the company of the lowest of the
low, the very lowest of the low. Why should he try
to compete with the high?’
Householder’s Life and Dignity of Labor
Guru Nanak completely rejected asceticism,
renunciation and withdrawal from life. After
completing his missionary tours, Guru Nanak
settled at Kartarpur as a householder and worked
as a peasant in this commune. He advised his
successor, Guru Angad, to settle at Khadur Sahib
with his family. His mission was salvation of the
whole society and not the salvation of a few. We
find no ascetics among his followers; rather the
ascetics were deliberately excluded. Guru Nanak
condemned Yogis for being idlers and not being
ashamed of begging from householders whose life
they criticized:
Gir Gir mwgq lwj n lwgY ](SGGS:903)
ghar ghar maagath laaj n laagai ||1|| rehaao ||
‘You beg from door to door, and you don't feel
ashamed.
To Guru Nanak truthful living is higher than the
truth itself:
schu ErY sBu ko aupir scu Awcwru] (SGGS:62)
Sachahu ourai sabh ko oupar sach aachaar
Truth is higher than everything; but higher still
is truthful living.
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According to Guru Nanak’s ideology, our deeds in
this world will determine our nearness to the
Kartar/Creator.
‘Do not touch the feet of a person who calls
himself a guru or a spiritual teacher, while he goes
around begging.’

Status of Women in Society
Guru Nanak was the first man who raised his
voice for the uplift of women more than 500 years
ago when other religions were treating and are still
treating women as inferior to men. In some
religions, she was considered a hurdle in the path
of heaven and sin-born. In Catholic Christianity
women have not been made priests even up till
today. Guru Nanak said why call woman impure
when she gives birth to great men and without
woman there would be none:
so ikau mMdw AwKIAY ijqu jMmih rwjwn ](SGGS:473)
‘So why call her bad from whom great men are
born?’
BMfhu hI BMfu aUpjY BMfY bwJu n koie ]
nwnk BMfY bwhrw eyko scw soie ](SGGS:473)
From woman, woman is born; without woman,
there would be no one at all. Guru Nanak says
that only Kartar/Creator is born without women.
Criticism of the Cruel Rulers and Invaders
Guru Nanak’s ideology did not allow him to
remain silent against the unjust rulers and cruel
invaders. He openly and fearlessly raised his
forceful voice against them and awakened the
oppressed people. In his eyes these cruel rulers
were like fierce tigers and their ministers behaved
like mad dogs who oppress the innocent people:
rwjy sIh mukdm kuqy] jwie jgwiein@ bYTy suqy
](SGGS: 1288)
“The kings are like tigers, and their underlings
like dogs: they prey upon innocent unwary
people, plundering them.”
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kil kwqI rwjy kwsweI Drmu pMK kir aufirAw ]
(SGGS:145)
'The Dark Age of Kali Yuga is the knife, and the
kings are butchers; righteousness has sprouted
wings and flown away.”
About Babar, the mighty Mughal invader, he
remarked:
pwp kI jM\ lY kwblhu DwieAw jorI mMgY dwnu vy lwlo ]
( SGGS: 722)
“Bringing the ‘marriage party of sin’, Babar
invaded from Kabul, demanding our land as his
wedding gift, O Lalo.”
Guru Nanak’s criticism was loud and serious, and
not an empty rhetoric. He even criticized
Kartar/Creator for allowing the oppression of the
weak to take place:
eyqI mwr peI krlwxy qYN kI drdu n AwieAw ]
(SGGS: 360)
There was so much slaughter that the people
agonized, didn’t You feel compassion, O
Kartar/Creator?’
Combination between the personal life of a man
and his empirical life was first established by Guru
Nanak. According to Guru Nanak, kingdom of
Kartar/Creator is not in a mythological heaven, but
on this earth and we make our life hell or heaven
by our own actions in this life. The guru directs us
to give up our egocentric activities and rise to be a
superman. His ideology is to establish link
between the individual salvation and the social
salvation of a man. It is for belief in both the
transcendence and immanence of Kartar/Creator.
Guru Nanak’s mission was to ferry human beings
across the turbulent sea of life. Guru Nanak’s
ideology is, ‘give up mammon and not the
world.’
The Institution of Succession
An important feature of Guru Nanak’s ideology is
the appointment of a successor who was given
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clear instructions to organize a society as directed
by him. Guru Nanak’s mission of social salvation
of mankind and casteless society would have
remained unfulfilled if he had not established the
institution of succession which ended with the
creation of the Khalsa by the tenth master who
followed in the footsteps of Guru Nanak and
faithfully upheld the broad principles of Guru
Nanak’s philosophy.
Bhatt Satta and Balvand have rightly said about
Guru Nanak’s successors:
joiq Ehw jugiq swie sih kwieAw Pyir pltIAY
](SGGS: 966)
‘They shared the One Light and the same
Philosophy, just changed the body’.
Sawan Singh Gogia

*****
THERE ARE MANY WAYS TO LOVE
THE CREATOR
December 3, 2016
by Harbans Lal, PhD., D.Lit. (hons)
Source: seekingwisdomblog.wordpress.com

I admire Pope Francis for undertaking a
worldwide year of events to promote the
acceptance of diversity within Christianity, which
has come to accept a wide range of Protestant and
Catholic beliefs. The inaugural event was a recent
ecumenical service led by the Pope in Sweden. It
was a run up to the 500th anniversary of Martin
Luther’s challenge, which resulted in the greatest
schism in western Christianity and led to a string
of religious wars.
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What is now apparent from the history of the
human race is that the law of diversity equally
applies to the survival and progression of cultures,
ideologies and faiths. The history of Christianity
as briefly described above is a powerful witness.

Sometime after the demise of the Prophet, the
Catholic Church began to drift into hollow rituals
and exploitation of the innocent under the
guidance of self-appointed heirs. That exploitation
gave birth to a courageous reformer, Martin
Luther, a Professor of Theology who later became
a priest in order to undertake church’s reformation.
On 31 October 1517, Martin Luther walked to a
church in the German town of Wittenberg and
nailed a document – his 95 theses – to its wooden
doors. That lightened the fuse of the Reformation
and the birth of many Christian denominations.
Then Luther burned the Papal Bull that
excommunicated him.
Christian leaders and congregations will spend the
next 12 months promoting activities to accept the
diversity that crept into their practices and
recognize the centuries of division. Francis will
lead prayers asking “forgiveness for divisions
perpetuated by Christians from the two traditions”.
UNITY IN DIVERSITY
Diversity is a law of nature that is decisively
essential not only for survival of the species but
also for growth and propagation of creation; the
greater the diversity of life, the greater the chance
for survival. Adaptive responses to new challenges
such as climate change, advancement of science,
resistance against illness, and medical discoveries
or economic developments are essential to not
only survival but to new growth.

The Christian tale is similar to Islam where Sunni
and Shia factions are daily witness to their own
destruction in the absence of accepting diversity.
The Sikhs too cannot escape the blame. There too
evolved diversity such as Sehajdhari Sikhs,
Khande-di-Pahuldhari Sikhs, Namdhari Sikhs,
Nirankari Sikhs, Nanak Panthi Sikhs, Nirmala
Sikhs, Dalit Sikhs, and so on. The secret of
advancement in religions as Buddhism, Judaism
and Hinduism lies in their acceptance of diversity.
What is pertinent to this discussion is that, in spite
of several daring examples, many religious
fundamentalists or fanatics continue to worship
the zeal of uniformity and they continue to attempt
punishing diversity among their own faith
communities. Regrettably, many Sikh sangats and
their governing institutions are no exception. In
some places there are reports their even becoming
militant to impose uniformity.
A MESSAGE OF DIVERSITY

Guru Nanak anticipated the new historical age
as comprising a worldwide community of ever
increasingly close-knit global villages. Here
cultures and religions, which were once isolated
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from one another, would live as close
neighbors. At the same time, new ideas and
insights from science and technology will
season the interaction between and among
faiths, and between the faith and culture of the
faith people. He, with nine successors, prepared
the worlds’ communities to benefit from what
was coming.all-religions-infographic
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agenda. The aim was to benefit diverse civil
societies.

Guru Nanak’s own lifestyle, his extensive travels,
his famous interfaith dialogues; they all attest to
the fact that Guru Nanak was a promoter of
interfaith dialogue that drove appreciation of
diversity. He visited major religious centers
located far and wide to promote interfaith
dialogues. He wore a wide variety of religious
robes popular in respective faiths and cultures. He
acquired over a dozen different honorific titles by
faith communities. They included Baba, Lama,
Pir, Guru, Faqir, etc.
THE COMPILATION OF THE GURU
GRANTH
Guru Arjan followed Guru Nanak’s footsteps and
compiled the first world scripture, the Guru
Granth, where he invited multiple co-authors
selected from widely diverse backgrounds. He
made use of a language which allowed for
diversity, and which enjoyed wide currency in the
whole of Southeast Asia as well as in the MidEast. He employed metaphors from all cultures to
encourage continual interpretation for emerging
civil societies.
From the Guru Granth, we learn that each faith is
inspired by a unique vision of the Divine and
many faiths had developed into distinct ethnic
identities within and without. Each perceives the
Divine as the source of unity in diversity of
creation and evolving cultures.
Guru Granth’s compilation created a philosophical
system based on “unity in diversity” that
celebrates the unique merits of each particular
approach to the divine reality, yet it also provides
a way to weld each into a cohesive common

The multiple co-authors of the Guru Granth
promote appreciation of diversity and enunciate
the spiritual philosophy of Ek Onkaar, the One
Reality manifested in all Creation, where each
individual longs for divine attributes within each
person and within each creature with a sense of
gratitude. The Guru Granth gives the highest
allegiance to the power and grace of Truth and its
creative energy that operates through every one
and through all ages. Nanak’s pronouncement of
the Truth as the highest religion is a powerful
statement.
ਏਕੋ ਧਰਮੁ ਤਿਰੜੈ ਸਚੁ ਕੋਈ ॥ SGGS, p. 1188
In reality there is only one faith/religion
(Dharma), that is, to assertively enshrine the
Eternal Truth
Under the Sikh traditions, congregations of diverse
compositions are welcome. A typical Sikh
congregation exhibiting diversity is seen in
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prayers and singing conducted by variety of seeker
(shown in the title photo) and sharing of a meal at
the close of the congregational proceedings shown
below. Diversity in the attendance of Sikh
Congregations is inherent and is continually
encouraged.

would have been all uniformity; the diversity in
religious circles, diverse scriptures and diverse
modes of worship would have taken wings. In
favor of one religion, the others would have been
destroyed and their sacred places smashed. Sin
would have replaced the virtues.

RESPONSE TO THE CHALLENGE
The Guru Granth challenges the religious people
of the world to realize spirituality in their own
faiths and work constructively with members of
other traditions towards realization of the Truth.
We learn that a vision of the healing light of
spirituality overcomes the social and ideological
issues that underlie much of the conflict between
religions and the exploitation by illusionary
materialism.

In the memory of unparalleled sacrifices of Guru
Gobind Singh, let us strive for respecting diversity
in our faith practices by communities throughout
the world. The Universal Scripture of the Guru
Granth glorified the diversity by stating that it was
the wish of our creator.
ਮੇਰੈ ਪਰਤਭ ਸਾਚੈ ਇਕੁ ਖੇਲੁ ਰਚਾਇਆ ॥

Let us welcome diversity within and without our
society. Guru Gobind Singh sacrificed his life and
his family to fight against the uniformity of the
religion that the Mughals wanted to bring about.
Bhai Santokh Singh, the eminent historian,
summarized
Guru
Gobind
Singh’s
accomplishment in preserving Diversity in
opposition to uniformity in these powerful words
(translation of the original text by the author).
Were Guru Gobind Singh not there at the critical
juncture of Indian history (Mogul era), there

ਕੋਇ ਨ ਤਕਸ ਹੀ ਜੇਹਾ ਉਪਾਇਆ ॥ SGGS, p. 1056My
Divine Creator has performed a sacred spectacle
that He has created no one like anyone else.
Let us not be bitter, discriminatory or violent
against those who differ from us in one thing or
the other. They should not be perceived as
adversaries or as competitors, but instead be
acknowledged for what they are: brothers and
sisters in faith. All wisdom seekers (Sikhs) must
seek and promote unity in congregations,
organizations, groups, institutions, and in our
diaspora societies throughout the world.
Obviously, from unity I never mean uniformity.
Harbans Lal, PhD; D.Litt (hons)
Emeritus Professor and Chairman, Dept of Pharmacology &
Neuroscience, University of North Texas Health Science
Center.
Professor Emeritus, Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar,
India.
President, Academy of Guru Granth Studies.
web: https://seekingwisdomblog.wordpress.com
email: Japji2050@gmail.com

*****
SIKHISM: ACADEMIC FORUM
Guru Nanak’s Mind & Historical Research
Part 1of 3
Sulakhan S. Dhillon, Berkeley, CA
[From Sikh Bulletin April 2003]

Guru Nanak (1469-1539), who has passed through
history, left a theological legacy that, in the last
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five hundred years, has become the Sikh religious
tradition for over twenty million people spread out
worldwide. The events of the early and late 17th
century, that introduced militarism into the
tradition, along with its expanding appeal among
the rural masses, giving them solid theological
base, determined the basic structure of the Sikh
society. This growth gave them the cohesive
strength to withstand the political onslaughts
forced on them by the Mogul rulers of Northern
India. These factors in the tradition neither
changed nor altered the “theological form” of
Guru Nanak’s vision but preserved and protected
the tradition. For the last five centuries, the Sikh
tradition has pushed forward and claimed its own
rightful place, both as a world religion and as a
distinct culture. Now, the questions, such as who
are the Sikhs and what is their belief system, are
not alien to the aware mind. Also, it has found
legitimacy and rapid growth in the academic
world.

historical research in general and of McLeod’s
work on Guru Nanak’s historical identity in
particular. Since Guru Nanak is the founder of
Sikh religious tradition, all the eyes are upon him
to know him as accurately as possible. Therefore,
in this respect, it is important to know his mind
than his historical existence. As we look critically,
we find that some of the historical images of Guru
Nanak overshadow the knowledge of his mind, so
we must critique history’s conclusions in this
respect. This will incorporate, the discussion of the
extent of historical knowledge, the impact of the
analytical thinking on the nature of knowledge, the
role of facts, the meaning of the premises and of
the inferences supplying historical conclusions to
us. Also, we will distinguish briefly, the objective
and subjective methodologies of obtaining
knowledge. Since Guru Nanak’s vision is
subjective in nature, it is imperative that this issue
is clarified so that we comprehend the nature of
his mind as accurately as possible.

In recent times, the skillful historical work of Hew
McLeod, a native of New Zealand, exploring the
genesis 0f Sikhism through the historical identity
of Guru Nanak, has brought a new era in Sikh
studies while raising serious eyebrows of the
interested scholars of Sikhism, while at the same
time, it has generated a storm of reactions among
the believers of Sikhism that had the effect of
waking Sikhs from their “dogmatic slumber”1.
Both negative and positive reactions, have been
phenomenal in this case, but in this atmosphere,
unfortunately, the debate got muddled up which
ought to have produced fruitful scholarship in Sikh
studies. Nonetheless, it has brought it forward and
established norms thereby placing the Sikh studies
in par with the scholarly study of other religious
thought of the world. This indeed, is a good
development and an enormous contribution of
McLeod.

The major claim of Guru Nanak’s belief system,
which we perceive evolving from his writings, the
“Bani”, is the theory of Ethical Realism. We
have to go through the critique of relevant issues
to clearly establish that. The critical treatment of
some of the related segments is an attempt to clear
the perceptual path to achieve comprehension of
his mind. Though we can be pulled to more
epistemological details and create more confusion,
but the restraint shall be exercised to keep the
discussion brief and clear and to the point.
However, this may bring some repetitive treatment
of some of the terms and ideas, necessary for the
contextual coherence, which would be kept to the
minimum.

1. The issues
In the following discussion, in the philosophical
framework, we would address and critique some
of the segments of the issues involved in the

As we look at the genesis of the Sikh tradition,
Guru Nanak’s personal vision holds the central
position of a prime mover, both historically and
theologically. Immediately, one wonders whether
his vision is direct revelation or the result of the
historical derivation from the other religious
tradition, which, of course, has to be argued out.
We perceive that it is a direct revelation on
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which historical research imposes its
methodology and confuses the nature of his
direct vision. Also, many other accounts of Guru
Nanak complicate the problem in presenting us
with various ambiguous images that are
mythological, legendary and artistic about his time
and life. They tell only the external story of Guru
Nanak’s humane existence, but to find out the
internal reality of his mind, beyond these images,
we have to look into his writings, the “Bani”,
where we can find the systematic “theological
form”. This form, we perceive to be the originality
of his mind and shall argue philosophically, that it
is consistent and systematic and can easily be
perceived as the theory of Ethical Realism as
stated before. In order to establish that
successfully, we have to critique the historical
images that appear to be overlapping this reality.
Therefore, the legitimate critique of history, in this
regard becomes challenging and necessary.

nature of our modern world. Also, in the modern
period, Arnold Toynbee (1889-1975) sees history
as the study of human phenomena as they move
through time and space. He perceives man and
nature as the dominant agents of change. Of
course, these are the theoretical views of the
philosophy of history. But to discover an event or
the knowledge of a person such as the theological
identity of Guru Nanak‘s mind, we have to take
departure from these theoretical views.

2. History & historicity
History in its wider perspective, compared to the
specific or scientific knowledge of an event or a
person, encompasses a vast reservoir of
information of the forces, events, ideas and
movements that can unfold their own historical
knowledge. Also, it can provide us with the useful
and formal understanding of the nature of the
world past and present in which these forces are
operative and create the phenomenological reality
of their own.

Historian’s memory recalls events that may give
useful knowledge but the memory and its contents
in themselves can be doubted for their truth or
falsity because we are pulling the past to the
present vantage point to determine its true nature.
Also, in this process we immediately experience a
vast gulf of time between us and the past for
which we do not have any knowledge what it
contains. We are left to the possibility of
interpretation of what we find. How then, do we
account for the accurate knowledge of the past
events? An accurate knowledge in this respect
may turn out to be a mere hypothesis. As we
critique available logical conclusions that may or
may not be logical in the strict sense of the logic,
we remain unsatisfied. Under such circumstances,
the discovery of Guru Nanak’s mind and his true
identity, established five hundred years ago, poses
a serious epistemological problem as to how do
we accurately know him beyond historical
accounts?

Theoretically, the concept of world history has
been formulated by philosophers like Hegel (early
19th century) as a phenomenon that has its own
inherent patterns and evolution in time determined
by the forces of logic beyond the control of man.
Other thinkers such as Carl Marx (late 19th
century) give deterministic idea of history shaped
by the economic and political forces. This idea of
world history is dynamic in which man works
positively in shaping the nature of the global
society. In the 20th century, in this process, we
also observe man, time and changes intertwined
working as the powerful dynamics in shaping the

As our focus changes, we employ more controlled
method of discovering specific events in specific
time and place to construct a specific story. This
emphasis is more scientific in nature and in this
inquiry we find that some facts, ideas and events
are considered knowable while others may or may
not be known. We become more precise in the
method of knowing as to how the known is
known.

We are limited to some of the evidences and their
examination to construct this knowledge. This
means that all the events, evidences as well as
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their inferences and conclusions come under strict
scrutiny. Also, it implies that all possible
interpretations of the findings are open to new
interpretations equally valid and sound, which
makes this process a continuum. Also, the
methods and tools for discovering new knowledge
that in themselves, are open to fresh critique. This
stirring process appears to be the nature and
pattern of obtaining critical knowledge. How else
could it be?
3. Guru Nanak’s identity - historical &
theological.
The true identity of Guru Nanak and his mind has
to be constructed from what he said as well as
from the various accounts and interpretations
bearing on it. In the present literature, Guru Nanak
is presented to us in several identities such as
historical identity, theological identity, social
identity, philosophical identity and sant-faqir
identity as well as several artistic images. This
throws us in utter confusion that requires the
examination of the impact of all these areas to
establish the accurate perception of his mind.
The analytical and philosophical tools that are
available and generally applied in analytic, come
to interplay. This pushes the inquiry to the
philosophical details. As Prof. P. McKeon said,
“Any problem pushed far enough is
philosophical”.2 Therefore, the role of critical
philosophizing, in this respect becomes necessary
and throws this discussion strictly, in the lap of
analytical philosophy and possibly creates some
stress for those who do not have any taste for
philosophy, let alone analytic, for which we can
only extend our sympathies.
Guru Nanak’s imagination transcends the
phenomenological reality of the world and reaches
the heights of Western literary giants like Plato’s
(late 5th century B.C.) Idea of the Good, Spinoza’s
(mid-17th century) concept of the Substance as
well as of Kant’s (mid-18th century) notion of
Neumenon (things -in-themselves) and others.
Though these comparisons are unusual but seem to
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be legitimate in the light of the spirit of free
inquiry and dialectics. The intellectuals and the
academicians are fond of analyses and dialectics
where the issues are clearly defined and
understood. Wittgenstein says, “The object of
philosophy is the logical clarification of thoughts...
A philosophical work consists entirely of
elucidation. The result of philosophy is not a
number of propositions, but to make our
propositions clear.”3 Therefore, philosophy should
not be a heavy burden on man’s mind but the
relief of it. It is a matter of wonder why people
seem to disbelieve this.
Knowing the theological identity of Guru Nanak
or his mind, the meaning of his message in the
environment of the time, are the most crucial
problems. We need to look, analytically, beyond
the historical perceptions because we find that
historical knowledge is only his partial identity
hence is not the reality of his mind. Therefore, we
must go beyond the historical perceptions that can
overlap his theological identity, his mind that we
perceive to be different from what his historical
identity provides us.
In reality Guru Nanak that is believed and revered
by his followers, is an undifferentiated figure,
historical and theological rolled in one, that makes
the most important contribution to the spiritual
heritage of mankind in general sense and lays the
foundation of Sikh religious tradition in particular.
Both history and theology can claim him but these
claims have two different meanings. Both history
and theology, with their well-established
methodologies, make tremendous contributions to
our knowledge but their proximity to each other
causes some confusion. These two notions of Guru
Nanak lead us to two different directions.
The historical story of Guru Nanak is different
from his theological mind; hence the message is
different from the messenger. Without carefully
distinguishing the story from his teachings it will
be difficult to perceive the nature of his mind. The
story is external or “about” Guru Nanak and not
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internal “of” Guru Nanak’s mind. We mean by
“of”, Guru Nanak’s inward experience of his
mind, which he told us in his writings. The
historical understanding of Guru Nanak therefore,
remains a mere report, in the social and public
context, of a person who lived in a certain time
among other people. No doubt this is important
but if this is perceived to be the true identity of
Guru Nanak then we miss knowing the internal
reality of his message. Therefore, we must critique
the historical research that appears to be
overshadowing his mental identity. This
discussion, therefore, necessarily becomes the
critique of history and its methodology but does
not minimize the role of history as an important
discipline in itself.
History serves us well in linking our past to the
present producing a logical perception of our
existence without which we would lose the sense
of it all. Probably, history is nothing more than an
awareness of time. How else would we know time
and its movement? Without history we would be
left in utter wonder not knowing what we are
doing, where we have been or where we are going.
Though history does help us to produce
meaningful reference of our existence in time, but
we must also be aware of its meaning and the
extent of its knowledge. Therefore, we have to
treat historical knowledge as one kind of
knowledge among many other kinds.
Its proximity to theology in this case causes a
legitimate concern that needs to be analyzed. Time
and existence of the individuals mix events,
perceptions, language and meaning all in one
undifferentiated whole which is nothing more than
a bundle of ambiguities.
How, then, do we distinguish each element in
that? This caution in learning implies the use of
analytic and epistemology, with the aid of which,
we discover how we can know Guru Nanak and
validate this knowing. What we really mean is that
“knowing Guru Nanak” is knowing his mind, the
“theological form” of his belief system. This is
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only possible by interpreting his writings correctly
that is largely available to us in the Adi Granth
under Mohala 1. It is categorically impossible to
know Guru Nanak as he knew himself because we
are not he. Leaving this puzzle aside, an attempt
should be made to understand what he said as
accurately as possible. Therefore, we center on
Guru Nanak’s mind to know that and not on the
physical existence of an individual, which is the
job of history to establish.
To clarify this further we need to be constantly on
guard to distinguish his “historical form” from his
“theological form” without which the cloud of
misperception will keep hovering over it. It
appears then, that we are dealing with two images
of Guru Nanak who in actuality was one person.
Since he is perceived in two forms, both of them
can be understood legitimately in their own
categories provided these categories are clearly
differentiated from each other
4. The extent of history
It is the contention of the author that history only
gives knowledge of Guru Nanak as an event in a
specific historical context like many other events,
a person among many persons which does not
unfold the reality of his mind, the “theological
form” which we perceive to go beyond the
relativity of historical time and phases into the
universality of time. History is the story of relative
time while theological claims, by virtue of its
transcendental nature, relate to the eternal notion
of time. Time is a continuous stream whose
beginning and end, both rationally and
empirically, is not possible to determine. History
gives us a peek into time that stretches towards
past and future but theology seems to expand and
enlarges this peek towards the awareness of
universality and defuses our perception into
mysticism .The worlds of intellect and of the spirit
appear to be two worlds and we begin to realize
that the poets and the scholars belong to two
different species of mankind and the distinction
between the academy and the monastery gets
clarified. Guru Nanak, in this context, seems to
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belong to the poets.
Historical conclusions are restricted to the
premises from which they are drawn. If the
premises are faulty in themselves in some form
then the conclusion would also be faulty. It
compounds the matter further whether the
conclusion is arrived at validly or not for which
we have to turn to the critique of the process of
logical reasoning to determine if the correct
application of the rules of logic is followed. Many
historical conclusions may easily fail this test. The
rules of logic are nobody’s friend except of those
who correctly and skillfully use them. Logical
tools do not tell a story but in their application,
examine the story how it is put together.
In the ordinary empirical sense, we cannot know
Guru Nanak and his mind now since he is an event
of the past, which defies verification. We can only
have an imaginative account about him, which
does not go beyond fiction, mythology and
imaginative stories whose truth is hard to
establish. Our goal is to establish the knowledge
of his mind, as accurately as possible, which is
only obtainable by correct interpretation of
what he said. It is possible that our interpretations
may also be faulty for which we may have to pay
attention to the more comprehensive interpretation
of someone else. Since his vision is believed to be
the fountainhead of the Sikh religious tradition and
its religious value system permeates through the
functioning of the Sikh society, it is extremely
important that we clearly perceive its reality
without which the Sikh culture cannot be known
accurately. The life of the Sikhs is their traditional
belief system. How else would you understand a
people?
As we attempt to know the theological identity of
Guru Nanak, a major argument springs up. Since
he lived, moved and talked with people in the
distant past, how can we perceive him beyond
historical context and reach his mind now? History
only gives us external knowledge of his physical
being, the “historical form” but not the internal
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knowledge of his mind, the “theological form”.
Therefore, we have to assess the right role of
history and the meaning of its knowledge. This
issue, therefore, will remain in the center of our
discussion and would not disappear unless we are
able to know it clearly.
5. Guru Nanak’s basic belief
The first glimpse of Guru Nanak’s mind leads us
to his unwavering faith in “ONE GOD” clearly
stated in the beginning of Japji in Mul Mantra in
the beginning of the Adi Granth. Various textual
scholars differ in their views as to the correct
interpretation of the Mul Mantra,4 which makes
difficult to determine the accurate explanation.
Some scholars link this belief with Vedic “OM”
in the effort to show that Sikhism is rooted in
Hinduism, another controversial issue. Some even
argue independently that “EK OMKAR” is not
original with Guru Nanak. We deliberately avoid
this tar pit of complex textual arguments conjoined
with multiple weak arguments without definitive
conclusion. Therefore, we interpret “EK OMKAR”
as a stipulated definition of God by Guru Nanak
with which scholars in general, show an
agreement. He abundantly qualifies this belief in
the Japji, which is his revelation whose legitimacy
can be argued successfully on philosophic ground
supported by the theory of innate ideas of both
Plato and Descartes in the rationalist tradition in
the western philosophy. If we turn to that direction
to establish that, it would enlarge the discussion,
involving more rational argumentation and would
push us away from our indented focus. Also, we
argue and classify that this position evolves into
his theory of “Qualified Monotheism” which he
himself abundantly qualifies and affirms with
many attributes. He states that there is One God,
Creator of this world, without enmity with any
one, fearless, timeless, and never born, always
is and will be true.5
He emphasizes his Monotheistic belief frequently
throughout his “Bani” including an emphatic
statement by saying. “Sahib mera eko hai, Eko
hai bhai eko hai”6. How explicit and clear can one
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be in declaring one’s belief? This belief, we
perceive to be the originality of Guru Nanak’s
mind and a visionary ground of systematic Ethical
Realism in Sikhism. This is not a historical
deduction of a rational mind or reworking of Sant
synthesis as stated by McLeod. It is the dynamic
experience of the spirit, the spiritual mind. This is
the subjective category of Guru Nanak’s
experience of the transcendental reality to which
Soren Kierkegaard, Christian theologian and father
of existential thought, classifies as subjective
truth. This is the Guru Nanak’s contribution to
the world of religious thought.
One may doubt the truth of someone’s subjective
experience, which is hard to prove objectively.
Objective and public proofs are scientific and
demonstrable but subjective experiences are true
to the believer only. The curiosity of objective
proof is a lure of the scientific mind that insists on
proof otherwise turns easily skeptic. This is not the
case with the believer who does not need any
proof. He knows his own experience, in the sense
William James advances his views in his theory of
Radical Empiricism.
Epistemologically, it is hard to reconcile the
methods of objectivity and of subjectivity, which
would be mixing of the two categories of
knowing. It is necessary to know how we know
but it is impossible to know how others can know
the same. How can subjective knowing is known
objectively, is a wrong question. There are several
kinds of knowing and they can be treated in their
own categories of thought. We ask a complex
question here that how can there be one kind of
knowing? The answer to that would lead us to the
knowledge of various fields of knowledge.
6. The term “Sahj” as an historical inference
Historians have to look for the antecedents so that
they can safely link to the intended consequences
to make a historical statement. If they cannot find
them they feel lost hence cannot write history.
Pursuing this pattern of historical arguments, if we
accept the inference that Guru Nanak draws his
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theological links from the Nath tradition as has
been advanced by Hew McLeod, then we have
Guru Nanak whose theology is derivative hence
not original in other words it is rational and not a
revelation. How could we allow historical
inference of this kind change the foundation of
revelatory theology? Such a historical inference
can devastate revelation and grossly misinterprets
the foundation of Sikhism. Therefore, it becomes
crucial that such inferences are analyzed in terms
of its logical use and the theological meaning. If
we do not do that then history can easily fool us all
in knowing the origin of Sikhism. If it shows that
this inference is faulty both in its logical use and
in its contextual and categorical meaning then
obviously McLeod’s conclusion can be nullified.
Also, we may find that history or historical
inferences only work best within the bounds of the
evidences that are similar both in kind and in
meaning provided they are used correctly in their
logical application. This is a hard test for history
to pass.
Also for example, McLeod looks for the origin of
Guru Nanak’s thought in Sant-Nath framework
and says,” It is not without significance that the
commonest of all terms used by both Kabir and
Guru Nanak to express this experience of union is
Sahaj, a word which at once carries us back into
Nath theory and beyond the Nath tradition into the
earlier world of tantric Buddhism. The bhakti
influence retains its primacy, but the Nath content
of Kabir’s thought is also of fundamental
importance.”7 In this milieu, finding the
theological term “Sahj” as a link of Guru Nanak
and Kabir to tantric tradition throws Guru Nanak’s
theological perceptions into the traditional Hindu
fold. Also, it brings Kabir, a bhakat of high
profile, in close proximity, in fact in the middle of
it, not to be ignored. Certainly, an argument can be
developed by implication of his statement that
McLeod connects Kabir to Guru Nanak by the use
of the term “Sahj”. This kind of complex
conclusion clearly overshadows Guru Nanak’s
originality that requires scrutiny.
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As stated previously, historians must find an
antecedent for their consequent, otherwise they
cannot draw conclusion hence history cannot tell
the story without which it may have to close the
shop. If we listen to history and admit, as
McLeod argues that the origin of Guru
Nanak’s thought is a synthesis worked from the
Sant-Nath tradition, then it turns the Sikh
tradition upside down. This conclusion has
become a serious issue that has caused
disturbance, especially in some Sikh scholarly
circles. Also, this brings the integrity of the Sikh
religious tradition to a serious challenge, against
which the Sikhs have raised their voice vigorously
against McLeod. Though a legitimate debate, it
lacked the scholarly sophistication to defend the
originality of Sikhism. This made name McLeod a
household word. In order to see more
advancement in Sikh studies, more comprehensive
critiques, in this respect are needed.
Pursuing our major concerns in this inquiry, we
must examine the nature and the content as well as
the meaning of the terms, which are in the heart of
this controversy. We find that the term “Sahj” is
loosely used by McLeod. “Sahj” is a state in the
religious experience of the believer, a
psychological event in his mind and not a
historical and social event, which is objectively
verifiable, hence is not evidence. The meaning,
connotation and the context of this term leads
more towards ontology than to an historical event;
therefore, this cannot be used as an evidence to
support any historical conclusion.
Also, it is hard to perceive the state of “Sahj”
affecting another individual exactly in the same
way as the original believer or user. How can we
enter another person’s mind to verify this?
Therefore, the use of this unverifiable evidence
fails to work as an historical inference. The use of
such terms is nothing more than a metaphysical
fantasy that can easily excites a historian assuming
the similarity of meaning, and leaping over to the
conclusion. Such a deduction creates a vast ground
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for lovely conjectures but eludes the logical
construction of true knowledge.
Therefore, we remain in the dark not knowing that
the meanings of “Sahj” used both by Kabir and
Guru Nanak are the same? Can subjective
experiences of two people have the same context
and meaning in both senses? How do we know
and establish that? If Kabir and Guru Nanak lived
close to each other in time does that mean that
they had the similar experiences? How can we
draw an historical inference from the proximity of
time between the two men? Is there any valid and
verifiable proof besides a convenient conjecture
that the term “Sahj” is a link between Kabir and
Guru Nanak? Mere conjectures do not make good
history let alone rendering the true knowledge.
Guru Nanak uses lots of terms that are part
and parcel of Hinduism, Islam and Sufism and
frequently occurs in his “Bani”. Does Guru
Nanak’s use of those terms mean that his
thought is linked to all those religious
traditions? The use of language is only a vehicle
to convey what is in the mind. It is not an essence
of the mental reality, which exists prior to uttering
a word. Historically, Guru Nanak contended
vigorously in challenging the foundation of
several religious practices of others and has used
the language commonly understood but that does
not mean that his theological reality was the same
as of those with whom he contended. Similarly
many words with Persian and Arabic meanings
can lead one to link Islamic influence on Guru
Nanak. Why that is not done as it is done in case
of Hinduism? In fact, many scholars, majority of
them western in this respect, have been discovered
doing that which indicates the dire need of the
revisions of several encyclopedias dealing with
Sikhism.
The use of language, though a complex area in
terms of meaning and usage, need thorough
investigation prior to any conclusion drawn on the
basis of only the usages of terms. Therefore, using
similar words in a language cannot be construed as
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holding the similarities in the contextual meaning.
Beyond language, what is in one mind necessarily
does not mean that the same thing is in other mind.
If that could be the case then how do we know and
verify that similarity? One experience is a singular
event of one mind. Its location and the content as
well as the meaning belong to it. This is the
subjective reality of one’s mind. Thus the
originality of the mind cannot be duplicated, let
alone using that as an inference to draw historical
conclusion. Therefore, we have to look beyond the
faulty historical inferences and conclusions, which
tempt us to fall in error.
[This article first appeared in The Sikh Review of
Nov. 2001. To be continued...Ed.]
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SIKHISM: ACADEMIC FORUM
Guru Nanak’s Mind & Historical Research
Part 2 of 3
Sulakhan S. Dhillon, Berkeley, CA
[From Sikh Bulletin May 2003]

Launching our inquiry relative to the historical and
theological realities about Guru Nanak, we need to
assess and critique their structure and methods to
see how they provide knowledge to us. Since
historical knowledge is constructed rationally, we
can easily examine its construction. Theological
knowledge, on the other hand, is not a rational
construct but is expressed in the form of poetic
utterances about the transcendental reality,
which can neither be rationally argued nor
empirically verified. However, in the field of
philosophy this issue has been thoroughly argued
out both by the rationalists and the empiricists in
the history of Western philosophy. David Hume
(1711-1776) British empiricist held that rational
theology is impossible. Hence objective
knowledge of theology is irrelevant. In spite of
that the attempts have been made by the scholastic
philosophers, particularly by Thomas Aquinas
(1225-1274) who, using the Aristotelian model
and constructing arguments in the rationalist and
naturalist framework, proves the existence of God.
Both empiricists and rationalists have battled over
this issue establishing different methodologies
from each other. Since the whole enterprise comes
under the area of objective reasoning, it can be
easily critiqued. Therefore, any rational construct
of the historian’s knowledge of Guru Nanak and
his theology coming under the realm of objectivity
can also be critiqued.
7. Historian & the critic
Both the historian and the critic, by virtue of their
specific task, measuring and dealing with the
given set of evidences, remain in the same
framework, adhering to the rules of rational
inquiry. Both seek for the truth that explicitly
supports the intended conclusion of the story. The
historian skillfully constructs the story, while the
critic examines the skill of the craft. This puts the
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historian under a heavy burden because crafting
the historical story is more complex than its
examination. The contents, the goals and even the
intentions of the historian come to be examined.
Without precise control new ground for fresh
critique will spring up and will take the inquiry to
a different direction ad infinitum. Therefore, the
rules of relevancy and accountability must govern
both the critic and the historian. As stated before,
this becomes a complex enterprise of logical
reasoning, the use and meaning of the language, as
well as the intent and the direction of the historian
all in one. This process, therefore, led by the force
of logic and the strict reasoning, leaves nothing
unexamined and spares no one. It also implies that
the well- honed research tools of the investigator
as well as of the critic can push the inquiry to the
theoretical direction, making this an exclusive
game of the analytical philosophers. But it should
not push others, who are very keen to pursue truth
and the clarity of ideas from the subject matter.
After all, the pursuit of knowledge is neither
anyone’s monopoly nor should it be perceived as
the heartless game of cold and callous activity of
the few. Though knowledge can be pursued for
knowledge’s sake but in the ultimate sense it
should relate to man where it dwells and proves its
worth. Metaphysical status of knowledge without
man perceiving it is neither real nor meaningful.
8. Medieval religious reality
Considering the rich religious environments of the
medieval period, it is logical to seek some
historical links to Guru Nanak’s thought from the
traditions of its predecessors. This opens the door
to the vast reservoir of classical Hinduism as well
as Islam, which are assumed by many scholars, to
be the source of Sikhism as well as most of the
major and minor religions of Northern India. One
may develop even in Buddhism and Jainism, some
logical links, to Classical Hinduism, whether valid
or not. Therefore, seeking the roots of Sikhism in
this reservoir is attractive and plausible. Most
Western oriental scholars have centered their
inquiries on classical Hinduism, and now their
assumptions are gradually coming under scrutiny.
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Since in this inquiry, our attempt is to show
that the origin of Guru Nanak’ theology is not
historical, we must examine the lure and
method of history as it applies in this case.
During 15th century, the Bhakti movement
reached its zenith and offers much richness of
religious reality. Many thoughts converged and
revitalized the religious conscience of the people
of Northern India. Khushwant Singh says, “People
who knew little or nothing of each other felt the
pull of the Zeitgeist and were saying the same sort
of thing in their own languages in distant parts of
India. There was Chaitanya in Bengal; Ramananda
and Kabir in Uttar Pradesh; Mira Bai in Rajasthan;
Tukaram, Nam Dev, Trilochan, and Paramanand
in Maharashtra; Vallabha Swami in Telegana;
Sadhana in Sind. By the end of the 15th century,
the influence of the Bhakta orders was far greater
than that of orthodox Brahmanical Hinduism.” 8.
This is the period of Guru Nanak whose thought
along with others, also added to Northern India’s
complex religious reality whose historical impact
on people is evident to this day. The respect of all
the Bhaktas is almost universal. Also, the
inclusion of some of the Bhagats’ writings in the
Adi Granth shows great acceptance of their
thought transcending their caste and station in life.
It is an evidence of Great Spirit of humanism and
theological liberality that brought its incorporation
in the Sikh tradition. The Sikh religious
consciousness is well developed in recognizing
and practicing this value of universalism. The
complexity of this period, from the historical point
of view, compounds the problem because many
thoughts
and
languages
cross-fertilized
themselves. The love and expression for the
transcendence in the form of Bhajans of various
Saint-poets became very popular. One can easily
imagine that such a rich atmosphere of the
medieval period could influence Guru Nanak’s
thought since he frequently traveled around
Northern India and was fond of dialogues (ghost)
with other saints of different faiths than his own.
This mode did popularize his thought.
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The inclusion of the Bhakat Bani, in the Adi
Granth, besides its liberal theological posture,
infused the spirit of equality and humanism in the
Sikh culture, which has always been the vital
factor of this culture. Also, this naturally enlarged
the social obligations of the Sikh Gurus to
incorporate and protect the weak in times of
oppressions by the strong as has been the case in
the struggle under the Mughal rulers.
In such an important period we cannot lose sight
of our concerns to look critically for any possible
theological influence on Guru Nanak, the critical
question that always assumes the driving force in
our inquiry. As we perceive it, Guru Nanak’s
theology, emerges with its own “elan-vital” that
shows its independence, contrary to any historical
influence on it. This becomes clear as we look at
its growth. Without this “vital reality within”, the
Sikh tradition would have either disappeared or
could have become a minor cult on the periphery
of Hinduism or Islam. In both cases this did not
happen, so how do we account for this
development? Besides, the force of Guru Nanak’s
faith, challenging Hindu and Muslim practices,
shows logic of its own that establishes a vital and
independent personal category of human faith in
God, which consequently becomes the ground of
Sikh ethics. Man, in this position recognizes God’s
will (Hukam) and attunes his own will to it
thereby experiences the ontological reality
prevailing all around him of which he perceives
himself as part. This category of the “individual in
faith” was the hallmark of the medieval religious
reality. This experience of independent religious
reality Guru Nanak expounded and demonstrated
in his debates with the Sidhs in the 73 verses of
the Sidh-Gosht Bani in the Adi Granth. He
advances a theory of transformation of one’s
psyche instead of theory of renunciation
advocated by classical Hinduism. The
individual, instead of wandering in the forests
by leaving home and society as Ascetic, Yogi or
Sunyasi, settles down in the society as a
responsible householder. The Bhakti movement
emphasized that the individual salvation lay in the
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individual’s transformation of oneself and finding
God within. The thrust of Kabir’s message also,
in this regard, is well recognized and accepted and
shows another element of popular medieval
religious reality.
The true renunciation, as Guru Nanak held, is
to discover the God’s will in one’s own psyche
and discard self-will. Individual becomes the
center of his own salvation. It turns the theory of
renunciation around and brings the individual
home from the forests and shows that the struggle
to achieve salvation lies within the individual’s
psyche. This thought is clarified in the answer
Guru Nanak gives to the question posed by
Charpat yogi who, metaphorically asks, how can
an individual cross over the troubled waters of the
world and reach the other shore. Guru Nanak
answers the question using the analogy of a duck
and the lotus flower, and says,
“Jaissey jal mein kmal niralam, murgai nisaneh
Surt sabd bhav sagr tariye, Nanak nam vikhaney.”
8

Eng. Translation: “As a lotus flower grows in
the water and a duck swims in it both are
unaffected by it, thus, the individual can cross
over the troubled ocean of life, with mind
attuned to God’s name.”
This is an example of an independent theological
position held by Guru Nanak. Several other
incidents can be cited of a similar nature where we
can see the essence of his thought. His encounter
with the Sufis of Pakpattan was significant in this
respect. Kamal, murid (disciple) of Pir Ibrahim,
gathering wood in the jungle nearby, heard Guru
Nanak and Mardana singing the following hymn.
“Apey patti, kalm aup, apey leikh bhee tun
EKO kahaye Nanka dooja kahein ko.” 9
Eng. Trans.
“You are the pen, the writing and
the pad,
Nanak says there is only one and no other?
Kamal dropped the firewood and memorized the
hymn and ran to his Murshid Ibrahim to report
seeing a Fakir. They brought Guru Nanak to their
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Dehra (khangah) where Sheikh Ibrahim read
Dohas (verses) of Shakarganj to him, which Guru
Nanak liked. Sheikh marveled at Guru Nanak’s
firm belief in ONENESS of God in contrast to
dualism in Islam of Allah and his prophet
Mohammad. 10. This account of their discourse
(gosht) shows that Guru Nanak, in his travel, often
encountered various seekers of the medieval
period in many places and availed the
opportunities of free exchanges with them. This
speaks highly of the open atmosphere of the time.
Also, it brings out the clear theological
distinctions between Guru Nanak and other
religious traditions. Such distinctions do not
necessarily show any verifiable historical links to
his theology but they add enrichment to the spirit
of the period.
9. Sant Synthesis
Another conceptual ground advanced by McLeod,
who firmly states, “It is at once evident that his
thought is clearly related to that of Sant tradition
of Northern India and there can be no doubt that
much of it was derived directly from this tradition.
This is not, however, a sufficient answer to the
question of the antecedents... The system
developed by Guru Nanak is essentially a
reworking of the Sant pattern...” 11. Though
McLeod expresses some doubts about the
historical antecedents of Guru Nanak’s thought
but at the same time, claims that much of it was
derived directly from the Sant tradition. How do
we understand this ambivalence? As an historian,
he cannot shed the belief of the possibility of
linking him to someone or to some tradition. So he
assumes a connection with the so-called Sant
tradition which is nothing more than a
metaphysical notion derived from the plurality of
the medieval Sants who all sought union with God
in their own ideological frameworks. If Guru
Nanak’s life is perceived in this context, it is easy
to assume some historical links to his thought.
Though such an assumption carries an historical
ring but critically, this thought must have valid
and verifiable conclusions before we can give any
credence to it.
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We raise a critical question and precisely ask what
is the Sant synthesis and what are its contents that
Guru Nanak borrows? Sant tradition appears to be
a panorama of styles and modes of the wandering
seekers of God. This tradition can easily
incorporate any and all seekers of the
transcendence and leaves the impression that it has
a definite theological system but in actuality it is a
bundle of theological generalities conceptualized
metaphysical. That can easily be linked to any
important seeker of the medieval period. We need
to engage in critical theology to specifically
establish anything substantive in this regard. For
instance, the theological differences between
Kabir, Guru Nanak, Farid or any other Sant-BhaktFakir can easily be established separately. But by
putting them together and categorically calling all
of them Sant tradition only creates a conceptual
entity but shows nothing in reality. The more they
are lumped together in the class of Sants, the
stronger entity they create and evolve into the
notion called Sant Parampara that gives it a rather
classical name and meaning. Such a religious
reality of the medieval period is recognized and
evolves into the notion of a Sant tradition. Its
integrity grew and achieved a metaphysical status
from the various impressions, the writings, and the
pattern of living, the love of the transcendental and
the respectful relations of the Sants for each other
as well as with the people. Ordinary people
believed that Sants were closer to God; therefore,
their own closeness to them will yield
enlightenment. This, besides becoming a tradition,
has become a phenomenon in Indian culture that
has become a value that grants a special place to
the Sants in the cultural life the people. This value
has become the foundation of many cults that, in
the modern times, have mushroomed into the
foreign lands. Now, the whole world knows who
are the Sants, Sadhus, Swamis, Babas, Yogis, and
Rishi -Munis. Generally, they all have common
explainable spiritual ties leading into the classical
Hinduism as well as to the cultural practices of the
people of India.
Scholars, looking at the Sant tradition express
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doubts about the specific identity of it. Mark
Jurgensmeyer says,” where may the Sant tradition
be found today? In one sense everywhere, for
throughout the popular religious culture of modern
India, the presence of the medieval Sants is
ubiquitous” 12. Though this is generally a true
observation and supports the point that there is not
any specific determination of Sant tradition as
such let alone some Sant ideology or a specific
school of consolidated Sant teachings. Bruce
Lawrence is also skeptical in saying, “one must
marvel that so little can be said with assurance
about the origin, early development and the
geographical provenance of the Sants.” 13. The
probe to know what, specifically, is the Sant
tradition continues. Charlotte Vaudeville, referring
to Parashuram Chatervedi, says,” Sant mut (the
teachings of the Sants) and Sant Parampara ((the
tradition of the Sants) are modern concepts. The
term Sant actually has no precise meaning.
Parashuram Chatervedi defines a Sant as one who
observes Satyr (truth) or Sudhan astitva (pure way
of being).” 14. These thoughts make Sants, the
people who adopt the mode of living that keeps
them attuned to the path of seekers of divine
reality. Charlotte Vaudeville further pursues this
thought, referring to a Sakhi of Kabir, and gives a
definition of a Sant,
“Absence of hatred and desire,
A tender love for the Lord,
Detachment from the pleasures of the senses,
Such are the marks of a Sant,” 15
These ideas give us the impression that the Sant
tradition draws from various religious strains like
Tantric yoga, asceticism, Bhakti, Kabir, including
Sufi mystics which are readily available during the
medieval period and welded into this concept.
This produces an undifferentiated complex of
religious ideologies that could be called the way of
the Sants or Sant Parampara. This tradition is
loosely understood to be there but does not show
any specific school of thought that we can
discover historically linking to Guru Nanak’s
theological origins. Again, we pose a fresh and
pointed question, what is this Sant tradition? What
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are its contents and who is its founder? This gives
us an impression of something being there in the
metaphysical sense but hard to define specifically.
Medieval Northern India, as stated before, is full
of many Sants, bhakts, fakirs and mystics
including Guru Nanak who aspire to leave their
home, disconnecting from the world, embrace the
lore of transcendental reality known as (virag), the
stage of spiritual melancholy. This mode of life is
romanticized by folklore by many in some parts of
India,
“Huth mein kmundal buggle me sota,
charon dasha jagiri mein,
man lagae yar faqiri mein.” 16
Eng. Trans. Water jug in hand and a stick under
arm, all directions are my own, O, I am in love
with faqiri.”
So any one can be a viragi (taken up by (virage)
and wander to any direction in his romantic
pursuit to connect with the transcendence and to
gain ecstasy and salvation. This mode of life is a
powerful experience of the human spirit and is
generally admired by the people in India. This
mode of experience makes Miran Bai‘s bhajans so
popular in India .One may be intrigued by
observing the respect and alms given to Sants and
Sadhus without any reservation. This has attracted
many Westerners, copying Sant mode, wearing
saffron or white robes, wandering through the
unfamiliar places in India and enjoying the
privileges owed to the Sant identity. Wealthy
people have built cottages dispersed in the
countryside near the populated areas for the
sojourn of the wandering Sants and Faqirs with
whom they associate and give food in the hope to
get enlightened. This practice is continued in India
from the ancient time. There is no stipulation as to
who comes and stays in those places which
attracts all and every kind regardless of their
affiliation with any tradition, cult or religion .As
long as they have the appearance of a Sant, they
are welcomed.
Sant category is too broad to tie any specific
religious ideology or a seeker to it. Many bhakats
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of the medieval period, whether of saguna or
nirguna persuasion easily fit in this category. The
Sant pattern or Sant mode, becoming an Indian
cultural value, has gone so deeply in the
consciousness of the people that this mode
naturally commands respect though most of the
Sants never demand it. This practice of the Indian
society holds Sants in as high esteem as Chinese
society holds scholars.
Historical accounts of Guru Nanak’s life, his
travel and leaving his family and engaging in
theological discourses with others show a definite
Sant mode but to read more than that into this
without concrete and verifiable evidences is
casting a scholarly net too far into the realm of
contingencies for a valuable catch. The Historian’s
urge to seek such evidences is commendable but
that is as far as it goes.
As we perceive, Guru Nanak had a clear vision
and mission, as stated by him in his “Bani”, as he
sets out to go and preach others. However, we
cannot discount and minimize any possible effect
of the circumstances of the time on Guru Nanak in
which he reflected. As Grewal says, “ On the
whole, it was the rich and lively atmosphere. And
it was this atmosphere that Guru Nanak breathed”.
17
. However, it is difficult to determine any
specific influence on him from this atmosphere but
such atmosphere indeed gave more impetus to the
growth and acceptance of his own thought. Grewal
further clarifies any historical influence on Guru
Nanak by saying, “Kabir’s influence on Guru
Nanak has been emphasized or assumed by many
a writer. Recently this assumption has been
seriously challenged,”18. Therefore, the search of
finding the antecedents of Sikhism may lead us
nowhere and we may have to concede to the idea
that the origin of Sikhism is not historical. Bhai
Vir Singh states in the Sri Guru Partap Suraj
Parkash, that the origin of Sikhism is not
historical but revelatory. 19. Relying on these
arguments we may have to reject the idea that
Guru Nanak’s vision is historical in nature or
develops as a Sant synthesis. We, therefore reach
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to the conclusion that the historical road to reach
Guru Nanak’s mind is closed. So we are left to
rely on the theological inquiry alone where the
realm of Guru Nanak’s transcendental reality is to
be found.
[This article first appeared in The Sikh Review of
March 2002. To be continued...ED]
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To assess the impact of the medieval period on
Guru Nanak though a complex problem, we only
reflect, in general, the spirit and the impressions of
the medieval religious reality that appears to be
hovering on the horizon. We have discussed this
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issue, more in detail, under the heading, Medieval
Religious Reality in the 2nd part of this series,
published in the May 2003 issue of the Sikh
Bulletin. Now, we will, in this discussion, only
recall the spirit of the medieval religious
atmosphere at the time of Guru Nanak.
10. Medieval Religious Spirit
The distinct feature of the Bhagti movement, at
this time, was that it was appealing to the common
man, and popularized the awareness of religious
vitality, and seemed to bring God closer to man.
This added new excitement and meaning in their
lives, and the effect of producing a new religious
consciousness in the society. It also produced new
and popular literature, music and art, depicting the
scenes of the stories and moods of the saints,
which transformed the spiritual landscape of
Northern India. Since its contents came out of the
classical Hindu, Sufi, and Islamic traditions, it did
not push the traditional religious ground away
from the people, but instead pulled them together
in a new religious fervor. The devotees or the
Bhagats brought Rama, Krishna and the face of
Allah closer to man’s daily life than perceiving it
far removed on the metaphysical plane, which had
been the case for centuries. Now they could feel
and experience a religious spirit in their bones,
through its poetry and music. The Bhajans and
Qwalis that made religious experience vital
became part of daily life to make it meaningful.
Such a spirit easily crossed the rigid lines of
accepted religions. Bhagats such as Kabir, who
spoke boldly against the strict Islamic or Hindu
restrictions that held people to the repressive lower
status of social existence, began to feel freedom in
their minds. This new spirit of the age was readily
accepted and united people, giving them new
hope. The effects of this new spirit have been long
lasting, in certain layers of society, which, for a
sensitive eye, are observable to this day. Bhagat
Kabir and Farid are often quoted by people in their
conversations. People became fond of engaging in
Mahrfat
(inquiry among the lovers of the
transcendence). Guru Nanak was fond of such
occasions as evident by his Bani Sidh Ghost and
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the conversations with the Sufis, particularly with
Sheikh Ibrahim of Pak Pattan, as referred before.
Guru Nanak, being a mystic himself, attracted Sufi
mystics who felt kinship with him. One can
experience such a spirit present as one reads or
listens the Bani of Sheikh Farid. His Bani lifts the
mind to the truth of the eventuality of human life
on earth. This brings universal truth to the mind of
man.
The Classical Hinduism came into contact with
Islam as well as with Sufi mysticism prior to the
14th and 15th century which brought new
dimensions of various religious contents and
mentors together. Some scholars rightly classify
this period as having the plurality of religious
traditions. It brought the unity among other
mystics whether of Hindu orientation or Muslim.
The full credit for such a spirit of religiosity goes
to the Bhagats like Kabir Farid, Mira Bai, Nam
Dev, Guru Nanak and others. The respect of the
Bhagats, who spoke fearlessly and gave people
confidence to pursue religion on their own freed
them from listening to the Pundits and their rigid
methods of tapas which were full of restrictions.
The rigid dogmas of the traditional religions began
to crumble, which benefited the lower social
classes, who have been oppressed in the class
distinctions for centuries. These factors crossfertilized and produced a new vital reality of its
own.
This new reality produced the dynamics of
mysticism and humanism. The Bhajans of the
Bhagats and their writings achieved supremacy. In
this atmosphere of romantic love of the divine, in
which bhagats were speaking freely, brought hope
to people for their salvation. In a sense, Bhagats,
including Guru Nanak who delivered the new
vision of “ life divine” without the hierarchy of
Brahmins made the growth of Sikhism easier
since his message of experiencing God within
man, coincided with that of the Bhagats.
Such a spirit of the poetic age of religious
mysticism does blur the clear scholarly
distinctions of the contents of traditional
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Hinduism, Islam, Buddhism and other system of
thought. The use of common words to express the
religious experiences of various leanings and their
usage got cross-fertilized. Terms such as Gian,
Muksha and Virag are strictly meaningful during
this period since they commonly lead one to what
the Bhagats were saying in their writings. This
terminology leads one easily to trace their Sanskrit
origins. This factor further complicates the
intellectual distinctions and meanings and usage.
Terms such as Hari, Bhagwan, Khuda, Khassam,
Rahim, Maya, Sahj and many others, created a
new complex of language (milieu)
This trend of common usage of language
encouraged unity as well as opportunity of open
interaction among many Saints, Sanyasis,
Bhagats, Yogis and Fakirs. Also, the elements of
Sufism, for instance, blended in the literature of
the medieval period and brought the philosophical
and religious meanings of the terms such as Fana,
Baka, Hallal, Hukam, Raza, and Sahj into the
common and popular usage. This situation
obviously presented some difficulties in the effort
to trace scholarly origins of religious doctrines.
The overwhelming impact of the cultural,
theological and linguistic milieu of the medieval
period also created a paradoxical situation for the
people as well as for the scholars who sought a
more clear logical ground to seek historical links
to some of the religious movements. How would
you deal with the cross-cultural terminology such
as found in the writings of the Adi Granth? This
period creates a new field of religious reality in
which Arabic and Persian terms such as Ishaq,
Mohabut,
Rte-rung,
Parvardghar,
Khair,
Bakshundgi and many more occur and makes the
interpretation of theology rather difficult. These
terms indeed became part of Sikhism and bring
new understanding of other traditions closer. The
meanings and the usage of the terms like Raza,
Sahj, Saien, Hari, Maya, Hukam and many others
of common usage, would strike a strong cord of
possible historical connections and legitimately
suggest that there could be a possible link to Guru
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Nanak coming from other religious traditions. The
meaning, and the usage of the commonly used
terms in each case may coincide in spirit but in
actuality such terms may belong specifically to
another religious tradition.
Guru Nanak, being a medieval man does not mean
that his own vision is wrapped up with the other
medieval religious contents and may have made it
impossible to emerge independently. What could
possibly prevent it from happening? How and
why revelations occur, we probably will never
know. All we have is the power of reasoning
and beyond that we may have to have a
supernatural capacity to know for which
human beings are lacking.
During the 15th century onwards for about another
300 years or so the political effects on the cultural
history of Northern India are predominantly of
Mughals. This effect is continuous since the
Muslim population in India has grown large
enough to sustain it. Islamic culture does claim
the second place. Therefore any development in
the Indian culture of religious nature will always
have Muslim reactions to it.
Modern India, with its large population of
Muslims, Sikhs, Hindus and Christians, constitutes
a new political and social reality, but clearly
maintains its medieval religious character. It has
hammered each religious tradition to the
understanding of the limits of the other. In spite of
the occasional conflicts the reality of each
tradition is fairly safe.
Both Kabir and Guru Nanak’s thoughts,
coinciding with the overall message of the Bhagati
movement, added to the true spirit of humanism.
The liberal elements of Sikh theology following
Guru Nanak continued to be practiced on the same
lines which is evident by adding Bhagat Bani of
Muslim and Hindu saints in the Adi Granth by the
succeeding 6th Guru Arjan (1563-1606). Emperor
Akbar, who advanced his own new religion along
the similar liberal lines called “Din Allahi”,
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coincided with that of the Gurus. Khushwant
Singh states,” Emperor Akbar was impressed by
the Guru’s work, for it echoed the beliefs he held
sacred. On one occasion he stopped at Goindwal
for the express purpose of meeting the Guru”. 20
The social distinctions of the caste system and its
rationale were challenged by this new message of
the Bhagti movement as well as by Guru Nanak’s
teachings, which evidently put Sikhism on the
road of acceptance and growth.
Hardly fifty years had passed, when the Mughal
policies under the Emperor Jahangir, during the
early 17th century, contrary to his father, posed
harsh policies to squelch the growth of Sikhism.
The death of Guru Arjan by torture in 1606,
changed the social and political course of the Sikh
tradition altogether. The Sikhs adopted militarism,
as a way to protect themselves.
His son,
Hargobind, who was a young boy of only eleven
years at the time, was entrusted with the enormous
responsibility of defending the growing Sikh
community. As the community grew the struggle
for its survival became intense and reached to a
crescendo under the tenth Guru Gobind Singh who
during the late 17th century openly showed
defiance and challenged the emperor Aurangzeb.
Mughal policies forced the Sikhs on to the path of
open warfare.
The 17th century relays a
spectacular series of dramatic events of the
political struggle of the Sikhs against the Mughals.
It demonstrated how religious tradition survives
under repeated loss of spiritual leadership.
The political realities of Northern India, under the
Mughals, revealed what the Bhagati movement
tried to achieve. This situation created a paradox
for the people who cherished humanism and love
of liberal theological values, but ended up in
serious and continuous religious conflict with the
political power of the Mughals. This situation had
a long lasting effect on Sikhism and changed it
from a contemplative community into a
community of brave soldiers. The modern India
seems to be deeply caught up in uniting Muslims,
Hindus, Sikhs and other religions under the
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umbrella of a secular democracy, which still is a
distant dream. Hindu nationalism seen to have a
different dream for India, which obviously
threatens to destroy Humanism, ushered in by the
spirit of the medieval period. Generally, man
yearns for peace and love of mankind but it is
always a little yonder from where man lives. India
and its people are no exception.
11. Monism & Monotheism:
It is necessary to distinguish Monism and
Monotheism so that we clearly understand where
Guru Nanak’s belief system is based. The
definition of Monism is the belief that there is
ONE ultimate substance or principle, whether
mind or matter like water, earth or any one
physical substance as source out of all that is
created. But Monotheism is the theory that ONE
GOD is the source of all the creation. This
distinction is elaborated by the evolutionists
(scientists) and the religionists (believers in God).
Guru Nanak’s Karta Purkh is an active creator of
the world phenomenon, which makes Guru Nanak
a Monotheist although some scholars inaccurately
consider him a Monist. Among the early Greeks,
Monists such as Thales (580 B.C.) held that the
water is the basic stuff out of which all things are
made We perceive both Kabir and Guru Nanak,
contrary to seeking the one source of physical
reality, holding the belief in One God, are
Monotheists rather than Monists. We classify
Guru Nanak as a qualified monotheist (one God
with specific attributes) as has been previously
referred. Both Kabir and Guru Nanak believe in
ONE GOD but with different emphasis and
variations. Guru Nanak’s concept of God is very
specific in the concept of Karta Purkh. It is
authoritative and judicial.
Many Bhagats of the medieval period are
generally nirgunias, mystics believing in God
without attributes as pure spirit. They posed no
threat to Sikh theology, since they all are
Monotheists hence complementary. To clearly
perceive Guru Nanak’s Monotheistic vision J. S.
Grewal indicates, in his discussion and quotes
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Majeeb M. by saying, “Guru Nanak was not a
reformer. This simple but refreshing
enunciation is followed by the logical
explanation that: ‘we know he was not a Hindu
who appealed to the Hindu scriptures in order
to reform Hindu society. We know he was not a
Muslim trying to eradicate evils in Muslim
society by speaking to Qur’an. Furthermore, in
the teachings of Guru Nanak, there is no
attempt at a reconciliation of Hinduism and
Islam; both are set aside in order ‘to get at the
source of religion itself’. Guru Nanak is thus ‘
an originator, a founder for his own ideals, he
speaks with the voice of authority which
appears to spring directly from his moral and
metaphysical convictions.” 21.
It is very complex problem to assert that various
Monotheistic thoughts may be connected
somehow. As we briefly scan the world’s
Monotheistic beliefs, we find the belief in One
God has been perceived and practiced in many
religious traditions long before Guru Nanak.
During the first half of the 14th B.C.,
Tutankhamen, the Pharaoh of ancient Egypt, held
the belief in One God and commanded his subject
to follow it. Judeo-Christian tradition has Theistic
belief in its roots called Jehovah (God) and holds
the prominent place in the Bible, which is believed
to be the word of God. Jesus Christ claimed to be
the Son of God and was sent to this world by him
so that mankind may be saved from original sin
.The Islamic tradition held the notion of One God
since the 7th century, almost seven hundred years
before Guru Nanak. In the Greek tradition, during
the 4th and 5th century B.C.Plotinus, Plato,
Aristotle, and others held the belief in One God. In
Greek mythology, like the Hindu mythology Gods
and Goddesses were worshipped quite commonly.
Some were clearly defined while the others were
assumed to exist. During the medieval period in
Europe, the scholastic philosophers argued
vigorously to demonstrate the existence of God so
that people would believe in Him. The effort of
man to know God, in almost in every human
tradition, has been the concern of man. Although
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the knowledge of God does not go beyond faith in
Him but faith is not knowledge, it is a dynamic of
experience. It is important for man to have faith
so that he finds some authority, beyond himself
that guides this world including him. This seems
to be main reason people believe in God. Those
who deny such belief have their reason to do so.
In Hindu tradition, Brahman (God) has always
been in existence in its Vedic roots. Sankara, in
the 8th century, interprets Vedas and glorifies
Brahman in developing the theory of
Transcendentalism (Vedanta). Ramanuja, during
the 11th century develops the theory of Theism
while critiquing Sankara’s Vedanta theory by
saying that his God is somewhere in the sky and
cares little for man and this world. In the 13th
century, Ramananda brought these ideas to
Northern India and developed this as ground for
Vaisnavas. Its Theistic elements gave rise and
vigor to the Bhagti movement that has widely
influenced the people of Northern India. In fact,
many scholars attempt to link historical threads of
Bhagati movement to Guru Nanak, coming out
from Tantric Yogis and Naths as well as Kabir.
Radhakrishnan holds the opinion that there are
independent grounds for the development of
Theism in India. Guru Nanak’s vision stated in
Mul Mantra as in Jap Ji, the first Bani of the Adi
Granth sustains his theory of Monotheism.
12. Sant Bhasha:
Guru Nanak, being a medieval man used medieval
language called Sant Bhasha. What is Sant
Bhasha? It is not a specific language but a hybrid
of many languages and regional dialects. The
language of the Adi Granth therefore is a common
reservoir for all this terminology that connects
back to Hinduism and Islam. Gurus successive to
Guru Nanak have made ample use of these terms.
For example, the term Khuda a-e that occurs in the
Adi Granth 32 times, which Guru Nanak uses 11
times. Kadar occurs in the Adi Granth 32 times
and Guru Nanak uses it 11 times, Kadar/kadru
occurs in the Adi Granth 4 times and Guru Nanak
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uses it 2 times, Kartar/kartari occurs in the Adi
Granth 52 times and Guru Nanak uses it 13 times,
Karim/karimu occurs in the Adi Granth 9 times
and Guru Nanak uses it 3 times, Khasam,
/khasami/khasamu occurs in the Adi Granth 175
times and Guru Nanak uses it 55 times,
Bhagwan/Bhagwanu occurs in the Adi Granth 59
times, and Guru Nanak uses it 1 time, and the term
Hari, occurs 9289 times in the Adi Granth but
Guru Nanak use it 588 times. 22. Guru Nanak used
more Lehndi Punjabi than other Gurus while Guru
Gobind Singh used more Brij than other Gurus
though his writings are not part of the Adi Granth;
nonetheless, it is part of the sacred writings of the
Sikhs. Macauliffe says, “The medieval Indian
dialects in which the sacred writing of the Sikh
Gurus and Saints were composed. hymns are
found in Persian, mediaeval Prakrit, Hindi,
Marathi, old Punjabi, Multani, and several local
dialects. In several hymns the Sanskrit and Arabic
vocabularies are drawn upon.” 23. As the Bhagats
and Sants of the Northern region of India,
including Guru Nanak, freely traveled to far off
places they met and conversed with diverse people
incorporating the new terminology in their
conversations and writings. These terminologies
carry various meanings, shades and hues whose
analysis has bearings on the accuracy of relevant
belief systems. They are extremely important to
deal with which will involve philological and
etymological considerations.
C. Shackle, who classifies the Adi Granth’s
language, as ‘The Sacred Language of the Sikhs’
(SLS) which is composed of three sources namely,
Torki, coming from Islamic tradition, Sahaskriti,
coming from Hindu tradition and South-Western,
from Regional sources of the South-West, says,
“The core language of the AG- that mixture of
Punjabi and Western Hindi (including Khari Boli
and, later especially, Braj) - as completing the set
of dichotomies suggested by the three peripheral
varieties.” 24. These views are also shared by
Harkirat Singh who states, “The language used by
the Sants and the language of the Adi Granth does
not have any standards of usages. Guru Nanak
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used his native Lendi Punjabi, Farid used Multani,
Kabir and Namdev used Purbi-Hindi and Marathi.
25
. The terms like Devas, Datas, Avtars, Kadar
karim, khuda, Ishaq, Muhabut, Parvardgar, Khair,
Bukhshandgi, Hukam, Raza, Saein, Sahib and
many others are commonly used by all the Gurus
and the Bhagats in the Adi Granth. Guru Nanak is
a frequent user of many of these terms. Therefore,
it is plausible to seek historical links from relative
religious traditions to Guru Nanak whether these
links are valid and verifiable is another matter. As
we seek the genesis of Guru Nanak’s thought, our
treatment has to go clearly beyond linguistic
meanings and expressions, otherwise we will
under assess the nature of his theology. After all,
words and sounds, the body of any language, are
only vehicles for the actual experience of the
mind. Language carries, not makes the mental
reality whatever its nature may be. The reality of
any language is only real when we communicate,
write or utter a sound. It is a tool of expression
only. Mind, not the language, is the only source of
creation and experience. The language of Sant
Bhasha in which Guru Nanak is supposed to have
written and spoken with other seekers, therefore is
strictly a medium without which it would have
been extremely difficult to communicate. In
Buddhism, for instance, silence is considered a
language, which means that the expression of the
body without sound is perceived as a language in
itself. They call the complete silence of a Zen
monk, portrayed in art and titled, “thundering
silence” which for an ordinary person appears to
be a contradiction in terms.
Since the language and the substance of the belief
system are two different categories. We need to
perceive their workings together while recognizing
the conjunction of the two. Belief system is
primary having its own substance and category
while the language is secondary tool, a vehicle to
carry out the belief system to others, is a separate
category. Therefore, we have to perceive Guru
Nanak’s thought, in the category of the
metaphysical reality of his mind, transcending the
ordinary language category. Without this
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distinction it would be difficult to perceive the true
nature of Guru Nanak’s theology.
Our concern here is to examine the role of
language and its terminology as it is used in the
inferences and becomes the tool of history to draw
historical conclusions. The various terminologies
suggesting connections and influences on Guru
Nanak, therefore, come under strict analytical
scrutiny, whose validity may be difficult to prove.
Previously, in the early part of our discussion, we
have analyzed the term “Sahj “ in this context to
show that it failed to work as an evidence to show
Kabir’s and Nath’s influence on Guru Nanak. The
same treatment can be applied to other terms that
are commonly used.
In Rag Maru, Mohala 1, in the 22 Sohlas, the
reflections of Guru Nanak’ mind, using Hindu
terminology, describes the nature of the divine
Being, prior to the creation of Vedas, Shastras,
and the Puranas including Krishna and the
Gopies. 26. This belief of Guru Nanak in this
context, clearly establishes that his vision has to be
perceived beyond the heavy use of Hindu
terminology It is hard to understand some of the
scholarly views of Dorothy Field, T.C. Archer,
Tara Chand, Hew McLeod and several other
western scholars who hold the view that Hinduism
more than Islam provides the ground for Guru
Nanak’s theological vision. Similarly, inferences
used by other scholars based on the terms like
Hukam, Raza Saien, Patshah and others assume to
show the influence of Islam. Obviously, Islam’s
presence in Northern India for almost 500 years
prior to Guru Nanak provides strong grounds, like
Hinduism, for the plausibility of such conclusions.
Any such historical assumptions have to be
demonstrated in the valid and verifiable arguments
before they are acceptable as true. It appears that,
if historical methodology and the historical
assumptions are not critically examined, the story
of discovering Guru Nanak’s total reality will
remains elusive and inaccurate. The arguments
based on Sant inheritance, language terminology
and meanings of the terms, which come under
serious scrutiny, do lose their validity. Hence, the
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Sant and Sant synthesis and many other traceable
elements that can be alleged to provide Guru
Nanak’s theological vision, are nothing more than
accumulations of plausibility. They reveal more
about the religious setting of the late 15th and
early 16th century Northern India than providing
specific antecedence to Guru Nanak’s thought. If
Guru Nanak draws his theological message from
both of the traditions referred to above then the
distinctness and the independent growth of his
theology would be hard to explain accurately. We
cannot therefore, clearly establish and measure the
originality of Guru Nanak’s mind if we rely on
seeking some historical influences on him no
matter in what shape and form they are presented.
Therefore, the shadow of historical assessments of
Guru Nanak’s theological vision is inaccurate and
a futile activity, which is, not more than a
metaphysical fantasy. During the medieval period
in Europe, the scholastic philosophers argued
vigorously to show proofs for the existence of God
so that people would believe in Him. The effort of
man to know God, in almost every tradition, has
been most important concern of man. Though the
knowledge of God does not go beyond faith in
Him but faith is not knowledge but a dynamic of
experience. It is important that faith guides man’s
action for living a life that could be acceptable to
Him. This appears to be the reason people have
faith, hence give religion a prominent place in
society.
13. Conclusion:
Accumulatively, in the three articles (two
previously published in The Sikh Bulletin of April
and May 2003 under the same heading “ Guru
Nanak’s Mind & Historical Research”) and this
one, have carried the same argument that Guru
Nanak’s theological vision is independent and
not arrived or derived from other existing
religious traditions such as Hinduism, Islam,
Sufis or any school of Nath, Sant or Bhagati
movement so popular at the time of Guru
Nanak during 15th and 16th century. We have
analyzed the terminology, their meanings and
usage to show that the belief of Guru Nanak can
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be understood if we transcend the mechanics of
language and their usage and meanings, which
control human thought. Logical applications, in
examining the inferences and the conclusions,
have been applied as carefully as possible.
We have argued that the metaphysical status of the
Mul Mantra is the original expression of Guru
Nanak’s belief system. We perceive that this basic
belief slowly emerges into his theological system,
which we have classified as the theory of
Qualified Monotheism. This is clearly stated by
him in Jap Ji, the first Bani of the Adi Granth. It
can easily lead us to interpret, systematically, to
full-fledged ‘Theory of Ethical Realism in
Sikhism’. Though the Bani is difficult to be
systematized since it is written in poetic form,
carrying esoteric terminology that is used cross
culturally, this difficulty is possible to overcome,
somewhat with a good working knowledge of
Punjabi language and Sanskrit philosophical
terminology. Besides this, one can make more
progress provided one has some knowledge of
analytic processes so that ambiguities are
eliminated. We have tried to do all that in this
inquiry to explore Guru Nanak’s mind and hope
the results are acceptable.
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25. Singh Harkirat, Gurbani di Bhasha te
Viyakaran, (punjabi), Punjabi University, Patiala,
1997, p 25-6
26.Adi Granth, p 989
[Part 1 and 2 in this series have appeared in The
Sikh Review of Nov. 2001 and March 2002,
respectively. This part 3 will be published in a
forthcoming issue. ED]
*****

The best empirical evidence of the reality of
Sikhism (Sikh Theology and culture) is that it
has emerged, grown and withstood all odds and
continues to maintain its uniqueness. This fact
is irrefutable.
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